Double fitted sheet 32cm deep

What is the standard depth of a double fitted sheet. What is a double deep fitted sheet. Small double fitted sheet 32cm deep. Deep fitted sheets double size. How big is a double fitted sheet.
Customers can avail of Next Day delivery when ordered by 8pm* (Sunday to Friday). Larger items of furniture will arrive in 7 to 10 working days. For more information see, Next Day delivery.*Orders placed on Friday will mean delivery on Monday. Returns & Exchanges Customers can return an online purchase for a refund or in-store exchange. For
more information see, Returns, Refunds and Exchanges. Items can avail of Next Day delivery in Northern Ireland when ordered by 8pm* (Sunday to Friday). Free delivery applies to all orders worth £40 or more. For more information see, Home delivery.*Orders placed on Friday will mean delivery on Monday. Returns Customers can return online
purchases for a refund. For further information see, Returns, Refunds and Exchanges. Free delivery is available on International Orders worth €100 or more. Otherwise, a fee of €4.95 applies. Returns Customers can return online purchases for a refund. For further information see, Returns, Refunds and Exchanges. Free delivery is available on
International Orders worth €100 or more. Otherwise, a delivery fee will apply: Rest of Europe: €15.00 Africa and Asia: €18.95 Central and South America: €18.95 EU Countries: €12.50 Far East and Australasia: €18.95 Middle East: €18.95 North America: €15.00 Returns Customers can return online purchases for a refund. For further information see,
Returns, Refunds and Exchanges. Image not available forColour: To view this video download Flash Player HowStuffWorks shows you how to fold a fitted sheetFolding fitted sheetsFIND OUT MORELiving Big in a Tiny HouseFIND OUT MORE Click here to use our accessible website Favourites currently unavailable This item has been added/removed
from a user's Favourites List. Not already logged in? Sign Out Confirm Country Change Are you sure you want to navigate away from this site? If you navigate away from this siteyou will lose your shopping bag and its contents. Cancel Using our site means you agree to the use of cookies and similar technologies. Read about our policy and how to
disable them here. "PDP":{ "mobileSiteStripe": true, "mobileSearchExposed": true }, "PDP Furniture":{ "mobileSiteStripe": true, "mobileSearchExposed": true }, "FIND-PLP":{ "mobileSiteStripe": true, "mobileSearchExposed": true }, " PDP":{ "mobileSiteStripe": true, "mobileSearchExposed": true }, PDP SubCategory_27777079 View this item in your
space Average rating: 4.5 out of 5 per month per month Selected fit: Deep Fitted Sheet Flat Sheet Valance Sheet Cotton Rich Percale Deep Fitted Sheet (T354001F) white Crafted from smooth cotton-rich percale fabric, this deep fitted sheet will give your bedding an extra inviting look. We've used percale for its tight weave that washes well and has a
soft hand feel. The deep shape is perfect for larger mattresses, and our Easy Care technology makes it a breeze to launder and iron. We've styled this with Nord Bed and Nord Bedside Table 4.5 Average rating: 4.5 out of 5 Review stars All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star Sort by Most Recent Highest Rating Lowest Rating Most Helpful
Average rating: 4 out of 5 A Forbes July 2022 Yes, I recommend this The Percale deep fitted sheet is very comfortable to sleep in. Deep enough for my 10inch mattress. It washes well too. Functionality Average rating: 5 out of 5 Quality Average rating: 4 out of 5 Value for Money Average rating: 5 out of 5 Style Average rating: 5 out of 5 Was this
review helpful? 0 people found this review helpful 0 people did not find this review helpful Please tell us why you are reporting this review? Reports are usually addressed within 72 hours Average rating: 5 out of 5 BANANANA July 2022 Yes, I recommend this Very pleased with this fitted sheet. Duck egg blue a pretty colour, fits mattress nicely and
washes very well with minimum creasing. Functionality Average rating: 5 out of 5 Quality Average rating: 5 out of 5 Value for Money Average rating: 5 out of 5 Style Average rating: 5 out of 5 Was this review helpful? 0 people found this review helpful 0 people did not find this review helpful Please tell us why you are reporting this review? Reports
are usually addressed within 72 hours Average rating: 5 out of 5 Trisha Deuchar July 2022 Yes, I recommend this Nice deep corners, and quality material. Very impressed for the price! Would definitely buy from this range again. Functionality Average rating: 5 out of 5 Quality Average rating: 5 out of 5 Value for Money Average rating: 5 out of 5 Style
Average rating: 5 out of 5 Was this review helpful? 0 people found this review helpful 0 people did not find this review helpful Please tell us why you are reporting this review? Reports are usually addressed within 72 hours Average rating: 5 out of 5 Buyjo July 2022 Bought ‘deep’ because non-deep shrank to no longer fit the mattress, so this might
shrink with washing. Roomy at the moment and a lovely smooth feel. Washed once and still fine. Good basic product as long as you buy big enough. Was this review helpful? 0 people found this review helpful 0 people did not find this review helpful Please tell us why you are reporting this review? Reports are usually addressed within 72 hours
Average rating: 4 out of 5 Annieb50 July 2022 The sheet is easy to put on the bed and fits nicely. It is also nice and cool. Definitely needs ironing. Style Average rating: 5 out of 5 Was this review helpful? 0 people found this review helpful 0 people did not find this review helpful Please tell us why you are reporting this review? Reports are usually
addressed within 72 hours Average rating: 3 out of 5 NEPortinastorm July 2022 Yes, I recommend this Not quite deep enough. I have a Hypnos mattress and it is very deep. The sheet just about tucks under. Also disappointed that it needs ironing after washing Functionality Average rating: 4 out of 5 Quality Average rating: 4 out of 5 Value for Money
Average rating: 4 out of 5 Was this review helpful? 0 people found this review helpful 0 people did not find this review helpful Please tell us why you are reporting this review? Reports are usually addressed within 72 hours Average rating: 5 out of 5 Katthefatkat July 2022 Yes, I recommend this Good quality with a lovely fit. No more stretching the
sheets waiting for them to ping off Functionality Average rating: 5 out of 5 Quality Average rating: 5 out of 5 Value for Money Average rating: 5 out of 5 Style Average rating: 5 out of 5 Was this review helpful? 0 people found this review helpful 0 people did not find this review helpful Please tell us why you are reporting this review? Reports are
usually addressed within 72 hours Average rating: 3 out of 5 Muzzletop July 2022 No, I don't recommend this These sheets are a good depth and fit well, but the quality of the cotton is very disappointing. I expected better from M&S. Functionality Average rating: 4 out of 5 Quality Average rating: 3 out of 5 Value for Money Average rating: 3 out of 5
Style Average rating: 4 out of 5 Was this review helpful? 0 people found this review helpful 0 people did not find this review helpful Please tell us why you are reporting this review? Reports are usually addressed within 72 hours Average rating: 5 out of 5 Khdward July 2022 Yes, I recommend this Great colour and soft sheets. I would recommend
these. Functionality Average rating: 5 out of 5 Quality Average rating: 5 out of 5 Value for Money Average rating: 5 out of 5 Style Average rating: 5 out of 5 Was this review helpful? 1 people found this review helpful 0 people did not find this review helpful Please tell us why you are reporting this review? Reports are usually addressed within 72 hours
Average rating: 5 out of 5 Ang69 July 2022 Lovely cotton fitted sheets which fit perfectly over my deep mattresses Functionality Average rating: 5 out of 5 Quality Average rating: 5 out of 5 Value for Money Average rating: 5 out of 5 Style Average rating: 5 out of 5 Was this review helpful? 1 people found this review helpful 0 people did not find this
review helpful Please tell us why you are reporting this review? Reports are usually addressed within 72 hours Write a review
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